
COME Join us on  
 

SATURDAY OCTOBER 22nd for VISITORS and MARKET DAY  
at C*I*A’s VENUS : MAGIC OF THE COSMOS RETREAT 

 for a FULL Day or a HALF day worksho

———————————————————————————————————————— 
FULL DAY OPTION- all of below 

 
9:30 – 10:30am - Venus Star Magic with Julija Simas on Sunday OCT 22nd Venus makes her 
Star Point at 29° Libra - the first one in our lifetimes. Something is shifting in your life and your 
astro chart. Find out about the 5 points of Venus as she creates a never ending pentacle in your 

astrology chart and how to use it in your life. In this session we will be looking at the Venus Star, 
her movement and this next significant shift and why it is so important to us individually and on a 

global level.  
———————————————————————————————————————— 

10:30-11:00 Morning Tea/Coffee break  
———————————————————————————————————————— 

PICK a Session 
 

11:00 - 12:30pm 
Group 1 - Venus by Progression and Solar Arc with Alex Trenoweth

The Secondary Progressions and Solar Arc Directions of Venus give indications of how you may 
develop and gain maturity in the way you experience the Venus archetype over time. Learn how to 
work with these techniques and what they might uncover about your life experiences. 

Group 2 - Venus in Astro Cartography with Julija Simas 
Astrocartography is the projection of your astrology onto a world map. By doing this we can see 
where any planet is in a potent position around the globe. In this session we will learn how to read 
and astromap and focus on our Venus lines and what they are showing us. With chart examples from 
our audience 
 
———————————————————————————————————————— 
12:30 – 2:00 – Lunch/Break  - Market 
————————————————————————————————————————

HALF DAY - you are welcome to come  from 1:00pm to enjoy the grounds and market wares 

2:00 - 5:30 - AN ASTRO TAROT JOURNEY with Olga Morales 
The Tarot is a symbolic storybook of timeless wisdom dating back from the ancient Hermetic mystery 
schools in Egypt. As part of the initiatory process the neophyte endured physical and psychological 
dramas to unlock hidden aspects from within the soul. The Tarot cards can be used as a tool not only of 
prophecy but more importantly, to unveil the evolutionary path of the soul.  At birth, the reincarnating 
soul is locked into a symbolic pattern of adventure and growth.  Astrologically, as the soul progresses 
through the zodiac, so does the Tarot journey. Join Olga in this workshop to discover and explore your 
unique Tarot journey.  Join Olga for the full afternoon in this to discover and explore your unique Tarot 
journey encoded in your astrology chart. Bring your Tarot Cards Cards

———————————————————————————————————————— 
 
FULL DAY - $180 / $162 for CIA Members -includes ground fee $20, Lunch/Teas/Coffees Snacks 
HALF DAY - $99/ 89 for C*I*A Members - includes ground fee $20, Tea/Coffee/Snack


